Computing the reachable set of hybrid dynamical systems in a reliable and verified way is an important step when addressing verification or synthesis tasks. This issue is still challenging for uncertain nonlinear hybrid dynamical systems. We show in this paper how to combine a method for computing continuous transitions via interval Taylor methods and a method for computing the geometrical intersection of a flowpipe with guard sets, to build an interval method for reachability computation that can be used with truly nonlinear hybrid systems. Our method for flowpipe guard set intersection has two variants. The first one relies on interval constraint propagation for solving a constraint satisfaction problem and applies in the general case. The second one computes the intersection of a zonotope and a hyperplane and applies only when the guard sets are linear. The performance of our method is illustrated on examples involving typical hybrid systems.
Hybrid systems are complex dynamical systems, which involve the interaction of discrete and continuous dynamics. This is the case for instance when real-time digital controllers interact with physical environments in our daily lives. Many complex systems exhibiting piecewise continuous dynamical behaviours, can be regarded as hybrid systems. Hybrid systems are often components of safety-critical systems. It is then necessary to have a thorough and guaranteed insight of their properties, such as performance, safety or stability [4, 23, 43] . The verification of these properties can be achieved through reachability analyses, some of which require an explicit computation of the hybrid state space, i.e. the set of all trajectories of the hybrid system starting from a possible initial set and under all admissible disturbances and variations in parameter values. This is a challenging issue since it is practically impossible to enumerate in a reliable way all the possible systems' behaviours.
Usual algorithms for hybrid reachability computation alternate the computation of continuous and discrete transitions, and most of them must address the challenging issue of event detection and localisation, that is computing the geometrical intersection of the continuous flowpipe with guard sets [2] .
This issue has been addressed by many authors recently, although most of them focus on affine dynamics and polyhedral guard sets. Using support functions, [19] investigates ways of reducing the over-approximation when computing the discrete transitions. The critical operation in this computation is the intersection of the flowpipe with the guard sets. They propose an approach for computing the intersection for affine dynamics with polyhedral guards. Reference [2] introduced a new approach for avoiding geometric intersection operations in reachability analysis by over-approximating the intersection of affine dynamics with guard sets modeled as halfspaces by nonlinear mappings.
Another family of effective but non-guaranteed methods combine polynomial approximations of the guard condition with root finding algorithms [7, 17, 18, 20, 38, 42] When it comes to hybrid reachability computation with nonlinear hybrid systems, i.e. hybrid dynamical systems with nonlinear dynamics and guard sets described by nonlinear functions, there are very few truly nonlinear methods available, among which our previous work [40] and references [15, 27] .
In [40] , continuous transitions were addressed via set integration based on interval Taylor methods, and the event detection and localisation problems underlying flow/guard intersection was solved using propagation techniques for constraint-satisfaction problem (CSP). Recently, we introduced technical improvements of the latter method in order to reduce both the computation time while ensuring reduced over-approximation when crossing the guard set conditions. Our method now implements Lohner's QR-factorization [35] within the guaranteed numerical set integration method to control the wrapping effect, applies the standard contractor HC4Revise [8] for solving the CSP at discrete transition steps only, and makes use of bisection in a single dimension to ensure polynomial time complexity [33] .
In this paper, we further improve this method to solve the flow/guard intersection directly without using any CSP solver when the guard sets are defined by hyperplanes. When a discrete transition is detected, we solve the event localisation problem as follows: we characterize the reached set as a zonotope, then we compute the zonotope enclosing the intersection between the reached set and the hyperplane defining the guard sets. This zonotope-based approach is compared to the CSP-based approach on two hybrid systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines hybrid dynamical systems. Section 3 overviews the interval tools used in the paper. Section 4 reviews our method for solving continuous transitions. Section 5 gathers our two methods for flow-guard sets intersection. Results are presented in Sect. 6 for two hybrid systems.
